Sig 550-551-552-553 adapter to AR15 magazine (Magpul Gen 2-3 and Lancer)
Thank you for your purchase.
With this adapter system you will be able to use your Lancer L5AWM or
Magpul PMAG Gen 2-3 in your SIG 500-551-552-553 rifle.
BEFORE EVERY OPERATION MAKE SURE THE GUN IS UNLOADED
How to install the system
1. Check the gun is unloaded
2. Extract the rear pin and swing open the gun

3. insert the gun adapter (V shaped item) on top of front of the magazine
well. Basically the longest side of the triangle (hypotenuse) goes in the
magazine well.
4. Close the gun and reinsert the pin
5. We need now to trace the slot for rear SIG Latch
Get your Lancer L5AWM or Magpul magazine and overimpose the jig to
the rear of the magazine

6. The lower slot will indicate you where to trace a line. This is where
you will make the slot.

7. Using a Dremel with rotary blade or a sharpened blade and a small file,
open a very small slot in the back where you traced the line

8. Once you have made the slot try to insert the magazine in the gun.
If the latch clicks in the slot all is OK, if it does not click the
slot must be widened (in the direction of the top of the magazine)
very cautiously, testing every modification till the latch engages the
slot with a click .
Test the magazine at every modification as you want to make a slot
which is just high enough to engage the latch.
The latch will prevent the magazine from rocking back and forth.
With this adapter the magazine will be inserted straight up like an
AR15 magazine, no more rocking the magazine front to back like the
original SIG (or the AK).
9. Once the latch clicks you are done, can go to the range and test
fire the gun.
10. Remember that if you want to use an original magazine again you
will have to reopen the gun and remove the internal adapter.

Additional steps for the employment Magpul PMAG Gen 2-3
11. The Magpul PMAG is much less wide than the Lancer L5AWM magazine
and can be over inserted if slammed into the gun.
For this reason we have added an over travel guard which will have be
mounted around the magazine body and slided down to the right height.
(see picture).

12. Once you have set up the right height of the over travel guard you
can consider the idea of two little dabs of cyanoacrilate glue to keep
it solidly in position and prevent any further movement.
Our adapter work only with Lancer L5AWM and Magpul PMAG Gen 2 and 3
magazines.
Other polymer magazines could work but we did not run any test due to
the extreme dimensional varietyThis system is not designed for metal magazines. Metal magazines could
wear the inside of the gun which was originally designed for polymer
magazines.

